Introduction
In a video-on-demand (VOD) system, subscribers can choose both the movie they wish to view and the time at which they wish to view it. Such systems are becoming fe~ible because of recent technological advances, and will presumably become popular in the consumer market.
The quality of service can be characterized in terms of the latency time of a customer request, defined as the length of time between the arrival of the request and the initiation of service. The latency of a request ia influenced by a number of factors, which we shall outline in this section.
A VOD system may be modeled as a client-server architecture.
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When the window size is big, a larger number of fast streams can be merged into one slow stream.
But they tend to be merged at later stages, with less benefit.
When the window size is small, merges tend to occur at earlier stages. But there are fewer of them.
In order to quantify the savings due to piggybacking, recall that whenever a slow stream is merged with a fast stream, both streams combine into one slow stream.
In effect, we assume that the fast stream exists only until that time.
Thus we will charge a fast stream only the number frames needed to reach the merge point.
We first proceed to build a model which expresses the expected number of frames for a randomly chosen display stream as a function of the window size W.
Consider a new video stream arrival, which may be either fast with probability 
Ignoring the constraint for the time being, we set
On expanding the resulting equation for W and simplifying, we obtain:
Solving the above quadratic for W (and ignoring the negative root ), we obtain:
The second derivative is positive, and an easy check
shows that this value of W* automatically satisfies constraint 7. Consequently, W* is the optimal window size. Looked at in this light there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of binary trees with n leaf nodes and all potentially optimal piggybacking policies for n streams. 
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So the Catalan numbers grow very rapidly, and searching all binary trees for any reasonable value of n will be impractical. Fortunately, there is a better way:
Let i and j denote two streams between 1 and n, with z s j. Let P(i, j) denote the hypothetical position in frames at which streams i and j would merge in an optimal policy for the case in which only the arrivals i, ---13" occur. This value may possibly be greater than L, and is also the position at which streams i and j would merge if they were the on/y streams. The point is that P(i, j) is well-defined because this optimal policy would involve stream i moving at the maximum speed and stream j moving at the minimum speed.
So we obtain ?nin . (fj -fz) s P(i, j) = fj + smaz _ s (13) mtn via our standard analysis if i < j, and
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This value can thus be computed for each relevant pair z and j, and is independent of all other streams. Now let C(i, j) denote the cost of an optimal policy in which only the arrivals i, ..., j occur. Denote the corresponding binary tree by T(i, j). It is easy to see that
for each i. In order to compute G'(z, j) for i < j we ob serve that the principal of optimality holds here: For the optimal policy there will exist a stream k with i < k < j such that the left subtree will contain the leaf nodes corresponding to streams i, ..., k and the right subt ree will contain the leaf nodes corresponding to streams k+l ,..., j. Furthermore, both the left and right sub.
trees themselves will be optimal. That is, they will be T(i, k) and T(k + 1, j), respectively. 
The overall optimal cost C(l, n) and its correspond- We comment that the dynamic program algorithm presented has analogues in the problem of optimal polygon triangulation via the natural correspondence between binary trees and convex polygons [3, 7] . This, in turn, has led to algorithms for parse trees and the like.
We now incorporate the deterministic dynamic pro- Here we tix the length of the video to be 2 hours, and the interarrival time to be 30 seconds. The optimal window size W* is also shown, and matches the best performance of the generalized simple merging policy. Differing from the optimal window size by too much in either direction causes the performance to degrade. Note that our optimal window size is computed in terms of the arrival rate J, which is by necessity a forecast. Fortunately the figure shows relatively stable performance for values of W close to optimal, so errors in forecasts will probably not have major negative effects on the optimal policy. 
